
 

Welcome to Nature Kinder…. 

We make friendships and we’re learning to nurture them…. 

      We cuddle rabbits and we’re learning to be gentle…. 

We’re each individuals and we’re encouraged to join the group…. 

      We understand about turn-taking and we’re practicing doing it…. 

We collect chooks eggs and then cook with them…. 

      We go bug hunting and learn how fast their legs are ! 

We’re learning about shapes and shapes that shapes make, 

       And we flying kites and learn about thermals. 



 
 

What is Nature Kinder ? 
Nature Kinder is The Farmhouse’s three-year old nature-based  

Kindergarten program, during which children are provided with  
opportunities to just ‘be’. 

 
Your child will also be able to experience new adventures, 

meet new challenges, and at all times– have fun ! 
 

Nature Kinder is a gentle introduction to educational 
concepts  in an environment where children 

can be content within a natural setting.  
 

Our 1km native corridor on-site enables children 
to become familiar with our native Australian trees, 
shrubs and birdlife as they head out on adventures 

with their educators. 



 
 

How we are different. 
Actively utilising the outdoors as a classroom builds children’s  
confidence, character, trust and resilience, as they develop their  
understandings of the interdependence between land, people, plants and animals. 

Nature Kinder provides children with a beautiful opportunity to flourish as they explore a whole new  
environment for themselves, making sure they feel safe, secure and supported throughout. 
 
We appreciate this may be the first time you’ve entrusted your child to others outside of family, and we 
take that responsibility seriously.  Your child’s contentment is our utmost priority and we work closely 
with parents and guardians to ensure there’s a smooth and comfortable transition. 



That’s right—just bring a water bottle ! 
 
Our Commercial Grade Class 1 kitchen has two dedicated cooks who 
produce and deliver to your child’s kinder room freshly-made meals—
morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea ! 
 
We follow the ‘Start Right, Eat Right’ program ensuring nutritious 
meals are enjoyed by your child.  All allergies are catered for. 

All meals are provided ! 

Is Nature Kinder 
a ‘real’ Kindergarten ? 

Yes ! 
 

Our Nature Kinder program is guided by the National Quality 
Standards, with teaching pedagogies reflecting the Victorian 

Early Years Learning Framework.  
 

Our Nature Kinder program consists of 6 hours per week, 
typically delivered over two three-hour sessions.  

 
To provide a sound base for your child as they progress  
towards four-year old kinder, we’ve designed a six-hour  

program that supports your child’s preparation to ably step 
into the government-mandated 15-hour program in their  

following year (4-year old kinder). 
 

With the kinder program coming under the banner of the 
wider The Farmhouse environment, Nature Kinder sessions 

are also eligible for CCB and CCR, which is of course a  
financial benefit to families. 



 

Adventures into Nature 

We explore the natural world….right here at The Farmhouse ! 
 
When designing The Farmhouse we created a native corridor 
around the perimeter of our boundary. Our 1km adventure passage 
is therefore completely on our property and accessible 
at all times ! 
 
The native corridor is planted with a variety of Australian trees and 
shrubs,  chosen for their varied textures, leaf shape, bark type, 
compatibility to other plantings, and the native wildlife and birdlife 
they’re likely to attract. 
 
Plantings have been concentrated to approximately 40 meters  
intervals, enabling children to learn to recognise and name 
the different types of vegetation. 
 
Exploring the Australian Bush in this controlled setting offers 
securing for the children, while also challenging their personal 
boundaries and abilities. 
 
Some days the walk is muddy, while other days the ground 
is bumpy and we climb over logs ! 
 
All in all—it’s fun ! 



How do children 
interact with 
the animals ? 

Freely and lovingly. 
 

In caring for The Farmhouse animals, children develop 
compassion, responsibility, curiosity, empathy, self-esteem 

and of course….pure joy. 
 

We may live in the country but not everyone lives on a farm.  
The Farmhouse offers children to care for a menagerie of 
animals they can enjoy as their own while at Bush Kinder. 

 
Our kinder windows overlook the goat paddock and our yard 
has rabbits and guinea pigs, chickens and ducks. We feed our 

food scraps to the pigs and bottle feed lambs and baby goats. 
 

Oooooh we have some fun ! 
 

       David Sobel, author of Beyond 
       Ecophobia: Reclaiming the Heart 
       of Nature Education (1996), advocates 
       that in addition to regular contact with 
       nature, one of the best ways to foster 
       empathy during early childhood is to  
       cultivate children’s relationships with  
       animals.  
 
Young children feel a natural kinship with, and are implicitly drawn to animals 
and especially baby animals. Animals are an endless source of wonder for  
children, fostering a caring attitude and sense of responsibility towards liv-
ing things. Children interact   instinctively and naturally with animals, talk to 
them, and invest in them emotionally (Sobel 1996).  
 
A little-known fact about children and animals is that studies of the dreams 
of children younger than age 6 reveal that as many as 80% of their dreams 
are about animals (Acuff 1997, Patterson 2000).  
 
An additional significance of animals’ symbolic importance to children is that 
animals constitute more than 90% of the characters employed in language 
acquisition and counting in children’s preschool books (Kellert 1983).  



 

Nature Kinder Educators are compassionate towards this transitional year for your 
child, where there is a progression from complete free play and ‘do what you 
want’ to positively welcoming others into their world and engaging in a more 
structure learning journey.  
 
Educators are therefore empathetic of unintentional self-centredness, well versed 
in the fundamentals desired for when children commence their Bush Kinder year 
and subsequent primary education.   
 
The Bush Kinder program is therefore designed to achieve these fundamentals at 
a comfortable pace for your child, incorporating time for them to individually find 
their own readiness to reach them. 

How will my child 
be ‘educated’ ? 

We design our program to enable focus on science-related, maths-related 
and language-related activities in the context of the natural world. 
 
Academic basics are interwoven into a curriculum in which educators notice 
what children are engaged in and create learning opportunities based on the 
childrens’ interests. The educators help foster curiosity and independence as 
children develop self-help and socio-emotional skills, while shared experiences 
encourage students to get to know one another and their community.  
 
Teachings are empathetically interwoven throughout the day and children’s play.  
 
For example, science lessons include discoveries made outside and wandering 
along our native corridor, growing food in our vegie and herb gardens, and learning 
about composting with worms. 
 
Gross motor skills are achieved as children run obstacle courses, climb hay bales 
and swing from branches. Fine motor skills are developed through the likes of 
drawing, colouring, clay creations and painting.  Socio-emotional developments are 
entwined in everyday interactions. 
 
Your child will learn by ‘doing’ thing themselves.  After all….that’s the best 



To avoid disappointment, please let us know as soon  
as possible that you would like to join us. 
 

Feel free to come and see Nature Kinder for yourselves ! 
 
3494 Maroondah Highway, Mansfield 
Just 2 minutes from the centre of town ! 
 
Tel:  5779 1842    Email: admin@thefarmhouse.net.au 
 

www.thefarmhouse.net.au 

Enrolments are OPEN ! 

Group programming 2023 
Nature Kinder provides three-year-old kinder education, as per  

government regulations and funded-kinder guidelines. 
 

You’re invited to choose the group 
that works best for your child and your family. 

 
POSSUMS, 9am-2pm 

Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 
 

FROGS, 9am-2pm 
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday 

Additional care options 
Life’s busy, for all different reasons. 
 
To help the running of your week, The Farmhouse offers before and 
after kinder care to Nature Kinder children. 
 
Your child can attend The Farmhouse before kinder, and is then walked to their Kindergarten room.          
At the end of the kinder session, your child is collected from the room by our staff for a seamless day. 
 
Many children do one or  both of the above and enjoy the security this offers. 
 
In 2023 we’ll be offering:       Before Kinder Care    6.45-9am OR 8.30-9am  
    After Kinder Care    2-4pm OR 2-6pm 


